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Fragrance: that spritzable love

machine. A liquid capable of felling
those in its romantic wake – a tour de
true-love force. Thanks to many an ad
campaign, we’re all familiar with the
concept that perfume can aid us in the
seduction stakes, and that we use it to
tap into and boost our pheromones,
those basic scents of animal attraction.
But perhaps it’s time to change tack.
The latest raft of fragrance launches is
linked to and inspired by art, travel,
books – concerned with helping you
set a tone for your life, not a love trap.
So, we say cast aside the notion of the
fragrance pheromone and instead
replace it with the rise of the pheromood
fragrance – perfumes that focus on
how they make us feel.
It’s a trend that also ‘makes it easier for
people to understand fragrance,’ points
out perfume expert Michael Donovan,
who created his own range, St Giles,
based around different personality traits
and characteristics. Free of endless
ingredients lists, these scents are
attributed personalities such as ‘The
Actress’ and ‘The Tycoon’, and are a foray
into self-discovery. Sounds good to us.
Meet our pheromood fragrance picks…
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AFTER HOURS, £95,
THE PERFUMER’S STORY
BY AZZI GLASSER

WOMAN IN GOLD, £245,
BY KILIAN

The Klimt portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer
is the inspiration for this spritz. ‘Klimt
is the authority when it comes to gold
artwork, and the universe he created is full
of seduction and opulence,’ says Kilian.
‘The idea was to use perfume to play on
the contrasts between shadow and light, to
express that we are all made of good and bad.’
expect to smell: Bergamot, rose,
patchouli and vanilla.
expect to feel: Self-assured, cultured,
and artistic. Like a cross between Adele
herself and perhaps Helen Mirren, who
Gold
played her niece in Woman In Gold.

Like a kind of Nutcracker for shoppers,
this fragrance tells the story of the London
department store Harrods after hours.
‘It’s about capturing the hopes and dreams
of the customers who have walked the
floors and the quiet stillness that fills
the corridors after they’ve left,’ says Azzi.
expect to smell: Vetiver, oud and musk.
expect to feel: Like a kid set free
in a candy (and luxury designer goods)
store; emboldened to make your
dreams come true.

S E E K S EL F -AS S U R ANC E
NIRVANA BOURBON, £95,
ELIZABETH AND JAMES

BE R O M A NC E D

The olfactive offerings from the Olsen twins
are all about discovering your own nirvana
– whatever that means to you. This is one
of the brand’s top sellers – stirring stuff.
expect to smell: Vanilla bourbon,
oakwood and tuberose.
expect to feel: A little bit naughty,
a little bit nice, but definitely your own
woman. You’ve got a Full House, baby.

SCHERZO AND TENDER,
£120 EACH, MILLER HARRIS

Two fragrances from two different
perfumers, but both inspired by the same
passage in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Tender Is
The Night, which describes a garden in the
south of France. After all, just as smelling a
fragrance involves a personal reaction, so too
is reading a novel an individual experience.
expect to smell: Tangerine, dark roses
and oud in Scherzo, and pink pepper,
black ink tulips and sandalwood in Tender.
expect to feel: Enigmatic in a Willo
the Wisp kind of way. You’re Glinda,
the good witch.

B E C O M E WO R L D LY
LONDON,
ONDON, £65, GALLIVANT

As the name suggests, this brand is all about
wandering – particularly around cities and
the discoveries they hold. There’s Berlin, Tel
Aviv, Istanbul, while London is all about
tonality – the grit vs the glam – and is
inspired by Pet Shop Boys’ West End Girls.
expect to smell: A leathery rose
with a dash of watery cucumber
(very Hendrick’s).
expect to feel: Incredibly urban and
in-the-know – in an haute/street kind of
a way. You’re part punk, part palace.

E M B O L D EN YO U R S EL F
REVOLUTION, £165,
CIRE TRUDON

G E T C RE AT I V E
THE WRITER, £130, ST GILES

Centered on rosemary, which is believed
to aid memory, this is the scent of
inspiration, channelling a host of
personalities from The Tycoon (the smell
of success), to The Actress (for centre stage
glamour). ‘It’s an olfactory wardrobe to
draw on the parts of your personality that
we all have, depending on how you’d like
to feel,’ says founder, Michael Donovan.
expect to smell: Rosemary, leather
and sandalwood.
expect to feel: Motivated and
liberated. Your inner Dylan Thomas
is unleashed.
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BE INQUISITIVE
BIBLIOTHEQUE, £95, BYREDO
– FROM MARCH

Books, books, books. All those words,
facts and thoughts that are housed in a
library reimagined in a comforting scent to
soothe and stimulate the mind all at once.
expect to smell: Old pages and leather
covers bound up in notes of peach, plum,
and patchouli.
expect to feel: Like you’re an Oxford
don in an episode of Lewis (minus the
murders), filled with a wise yet evercurious slant on life.

A modern take on the French revolution;
Paris, smoke, musket powder and the smell
of change in the air, all blended with
incense. A great accompaniment to making
some radical changes in your own life.
expect to smell: Cedar, patchouli and
woody cade (juniper).
expect to feel: Unleashed and
unburdened. You’re Delacroix’s Liberty
Leading the People. Go forth and conquer!

P R ACT I S E B EI N G P EN S I V E
I AM COMING HOME,
£54, FLORAÏKU

Seek to set a tone/A fragrant patch
of yourself/A new view of life
This three-line Japanese haiku reflects the
ethos behind Floraïku (by the couple who
created Memo Paris) of perfume as poetry.
expect to smell: White tea with
ginger and cardamom.
expect to feel: Lyrical, contemplative,
and set with an alternative rhythmic step
to life. Your step, ball, shuffle just changed.

LE T YO U R S E L F U N R AVEL
PSYCHO ANALYSIS,
£165, BELLA FREUD

While obsessive love may be in the
marketing brief for this brooding scent,
let’s focus instead on the mood Bella was
hoping to create; namely, the sense of lying
on an analyst’s couch as your inner self is
revealed. A thinking woman’s fragrance.
expect to smell: Neroli, tobacco
flower, amber.
expect to feel: Enlightened, exposed
and happily confused… come on, this is
Freud we’re talking about. As Sigmund
himself said: ‘The physical, whatever its
nature may be, is itself unconscious.’

